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If you’ve been searching for the best invisible aligners, then you probably have come across SmileDirectClub and AlignerCo. You might also be wondering how the two brands compare and which would be best for you. If so, this comparison review of AlignerCo Vs. Smile Direct Club will offer everything there is to know.




So, keep reading and find which company to go for.
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AlignerCo Vs. Smile Direct Club: Company Background




Both AlignerCo and SmileDirectClub bring forth a more affordable and convenient alternative to in-person dental visits. Regardless of the brand you choose, they’ll both deliver a set of personalized invisible aligners to your home. Here’s a brief background of both these companies.




AlignerCo




AlignerCo is much newer compared to SmileDirectClub. This company started in 2019, and since then, it has grown remarkably. One reason for the brand’s consistent growth is its affordability. 




The company offers dental treatments at a much lower rate than its competitor. Moreover, they provide occasional discounts and financing to ensure their treatments are more accessible.   




SmileDirectClub




In comparison, SmileDirectClub came into existence in 2014, making it much older than AlignerCo. It’s also among the first home aligner providers in the industry. 




Since its inception, the company has transformed the smiles of more than 750,000 people (and counting). It’s now a successful brand with over 2,000 workers and has over 200 physical locations.




AlignerCo Vs. SmileDirectClub: Treatment Quality




Provided you fit the bill for home aligners, both AlignerCo and SmileDirectClub can deliver successful results. 




All home aligner companies work with a team of licensed dental professionals to devise treatment plans for clients. Some providers have even boosted their quality significantly by only working with orthodontists. That’s because an orthodontist is more qualified and specialized for the task than a dentist.




Nonetheless, AlignerCo and Smile Direct Club works with a network of orthodontists and dentists. As such, your treatment superviser might not be the most specialized. Nevertheless, both companies ensure that your orthodontist or dentist supervises your case throughout the whole process.




Additionally, AlignerCo has connections with a well-respected manufacturer Raintree Essix. As such, you can be sure of getting quality aligners with AlignerCo. On the contrary, SmileDirectClub produces its products in-house. Nevertheless, both companies offer quality treatment.




AlignerCo Vs. SmileDirectClub: Treatment Speed




As far as treatment speed is concerned, home aligners are much quicker than traditional braces or Invisalign. But then, your treatment could take more time, depending on how severe your case is. Also, each home aligner company’s products will have their unique timeline.




AlignerCo takes about 6-11 months on average for their daytime treatments and about 8 to 12 for nighttime. SmileDirectClub takes about six months for daytime treatment and approximately ten months for their night treatment.




AlignerCo Vs. SmileDirectClub: Pricing Comparison




Another important factor people check when considering in-home dental treatments is their budget. So, you may be wondering which one offers affordable prices.




Both companies offer treatments that are more affordable and cost-effective compared to in-office options. But of course, costs may vary among home aligner services too. Let’s take a closer look at the sticker price and financing options of AlignerCo & SmileDirectClub.




Sticker Price




AlignerCo offers the most affordable pricing, not just in comparison to SmileDirectClub but all its competitors. Their standard treatment is available for $1,145, while their nighttime treatment is $1,345.




This upfront price will get you all the aligners necessary and the aftercare retainers( first set). You’ll also get the impression kit once you pay the total price upfront. If bought separately, it costs $75.




In comparison, SmileDirectClub’s sticker price for the standard & night treatment is $1950. Similar to AlignerCo, it includes every aligner necessary to get your smile fixed. However, you won’t get the post-treatment retainers, so you’ll have to get them separately for $99. 




As for impression kits, SmileDirect has physical locations where you can have your pictures taken free of cost. However, if you wish to get the impression kit, you can get it for $59.




Financing Options




If you can’t pay the total amount upfront, SmileDirectClub and AlignerCo offer payment plan options too. 




With SmileDirectClub, you have the option to opt for a 24-month plan. This plan requires a downpayment of $250 and then a monthly payment of $89. Also, there is no need for credit checks.




On the contrary, AlignerCo has two payment plans, namely SmileFlex and SmileFlexEasy. The former requires credit checks, monthly payment of $114 for twelve months. You don’t need a credit check for the latter, but it requires $275 in downpayment and $95 for eleven months.




Getting Started




Home aligner treatments are quite easy to get started. However, not every company follows the same process. Some tend to be slightly more accessible than others.




That’s what you can expect to experience if you choose SmileDirectClub. Smile Direct has over 300 physical stores called SmileShops, wherein you can get teeth scans for free. This eliminates the need to deal with impression kits. However, if there’s no SmileShop near you, you can still purchase an impression kit.




On the contrary, AlignerCo doesn’t have any physical stores at present. To compensate for it, the company offers virtual support to assist you in taking impressions.  




After you send your impressions to AlignerCo, you’ll receive a preview of your plan in two weeks. With SmileDirect, you’ll get it within 72 hours. After you approve it, it’ll take approximately four to five weeks for SmileDirectClub to deliver your aligners. On the other hand, it’ll take about 4-5 weeks for AlignerCo.




Note: If you aren’t happy with the treatment, SmileDriect will try to improve your plan. They’ll even refund the total amount within thirty days after you start the treatment. 
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Bottom Line: Which is Better?




 All in all, AlignerCo and SmileDirectClub are both excellent choices. Of course, you can only choose one in the end. If you ask us, we think AlignerCo would be ideal for most people. 




They offer similar products as SmileDirectClub but for an affordable price. Contrarily, SmileDirectClub is perfect for those who want the service of a well-established company and don’t have any budget limit.
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“Does Byte take insurance?” This question comes to the mind of almost anyone considering Byte aligners. If you’re one of those people, you might want to stick around. 
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Today, invisible aligners are becoming a widely accepted option for straightening your teeth.  Best of all, some companies of clear aligners even take insurance. This has made such treatments more affordable and accessible. But there’s a lot that you need to know first.




In this article, we’ll provide you with detailed information on insurance coverage for Byte’s treatments and more. So, keep reading!




So, Does Byte Take Insurance?




The short answer is yes, it does. Without insurance, it’ll cost you $1,895 for Byte’s standard treatment while $2,245 for night treatment. You can use your insurance to cover Byte treatment expenses, provided your insurance plan covers orthodontics. You can even use your FSA (Flexible Savings Account) and HSA (Health Savings Account) to pay for the treatment.




Like other invisible aligner companies, Byte files a claim for you to check if you’ll receive any reimbursement. It’s also worth mentioning that Byte has a partnership with top insurance companies like Guardian, Aetna, and Anthem.




Even if your provider is different, they might cover your treatment. However, there are some companies that are less likely to cover invisible home aligners. Fortunately, this situation is constantly changing. Most insurers have already updated or are updating their policy at present for home-based teeth alignment treatment coverage.




Will Standard Health Insurance Cover Orthodontic Treatments?




No, your standard health insurance won’t cover your orthodontic treatments. This is especially true when you’re considering traditional dental treatments like braces or remote options like Byte.




Dental insurance plans and health insurance plans are not the same. As such, insurance will only cover medically necessary treatments on your jaw and face. It won’t cover routine fillings, cleanings, and dental work.




And if it doesn’t cover routine dental care, it most certainly won’t cover for home teeth straightening. That’s because At-home teeth alignments are considered cosmetic procedures. Therefore, if you only have a standard health insurance plan, you’ll have to pay the total amount.




What does Dental Insurance Cover?




You can pair dental insurance with your standard health insurance for covering preventative care (semiannual cleanings) and various routine procedures. 




Sometimes your dental insurance might even include orthodontic benefits, which is what you need to focus on. 




Orthodontic benefits typically have a lifetime coverage limitation instead of an annual limit. Hence, if you require long-term or extensive treatment, you may run out. 




Additionally, orthodontic benefits could only cover 50% of your treatment expenses till your lifetime limit. Some dental benefits even require you to wait a certain period before you can use them.




Just remember not to assume that your orthodontic insurance plan will cover any dental treatment, including Byte. Byte certainly makes it simpler thanks to their partnership with different insurance companies. However, it’s critical that you learn more about the details of your plan.  Also, work with Byte and see if you qualify for coverage.




How Do I Know If I Have Coverage?




Visit Byte’s official site and go to their insurance page. Once there, you’ll find the option called “Check Coverage.” Provide your email id, and a number of pages will pop up. You’ll have to enter details about your insurance plan. After providing the information, Bye will do the needful and check if your plan covers their treatment.




Just remember that even if Byte informs you that you’ll receive coverage, your insurer can still reject the request. Like any dental or medical insurance claim process, your provider can deny the claim at first for several reasons. Nonetheless, if such a situation arises, consult Byte about it, and they’ll handle everything on your behalf.




How to Claim My Insurance Benefits?




First and foremost, you have to check on your coverage, which is also the easiest step. However, the more time-consuming and complicated step is when you have to file an insurance claim. But with Byte, there’s no need to worry about this process. They’ll manage all your claim paperwork and all you need to sign & date it.




Paperwork error is one main reason why insurers deny claims. However, since Byte’s professional insurance team will take care of yours, there won’t be any room for error. Additionally, the process becomes much more straightforward for insurance companies that Byte is partnered with already.




What About FSA & HSA?




Both FSA and HSA allow one to contribute their pretax incomes to their medical expenses. They’re also a feasible financing option for your treatment from Byte. Regardless of whether you qualify for insurance coverage or not, this can help cover your treatment cost. 




You can utilize your HSA and FSA accounts to purchase aligner treatment, impression kits, and post-treatment retainers. If you have linked the account to your debit card, you can use it like any other card. If not, simply reach out to Byte, and they’ll help you with the process. If you have insurance and an HSA or FSA account, you can use them both to pay for your treatment.
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FAQs




How to use my HSA/FSA for Byte?




If you have linked your HSA/FSA account to any major debit card, Byte can take the payment upfront via your card. If it’s not tied, they can assist you with the reimbursement receipt once you pay for the aligners.




What happens if I’m not an eligible candidate?




If Byte determines that you aren’t an eligible candidate, the same policy will apply to you. Byte will refund the money to the account used for payment.




How to order if the benefits of FSA expire at the year-end? 




In such a case, Byte will allow you to buy your impression kit along with the aligner system to avoid losing your dollars.




Conclusion




As you can see, it’s very much possible to cover your at-home dental treatment with your insurance. Also, based on your specific plan and insurance provider, you might even get 100% coverage! Whatever the case, you don’t need to worry. Byte will help you through the whole process and even handle all the tough paperwork.  
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If you have been looking forward to getting a teeth alignment treatment with byte, you will be glad to know that you have two options to choose from. Byte is a leading teledentistry company that offers two treatment plans – day treatment and night treatment. You might wonder what the differences are between byte at night vs all day.




Just like any regular home clear aligners, day treatment involves the user wearing the aligners during the daytime. Night aligners are just as their name suggests; you will wear them at night while sleeping. While both the treatment plans are designed to give similar end results, you will want to know about the factors that oversee the two different plans. Continue reading to find out the difference between these two byte treatments.




Byte is an online clear aligner company that offers at-home teeth alignment treatment. The company was established in 2017 and began its operation in 2019. This Los Angeles-based clear aligner brand features more than 200 trained orthodontists, dentists, and doctors who assist you throughout your treatment process. Byte works in alliance with Dentsply Sirona, a highly reputable dental brand. So the products from byte are ensured of high-quality. 




Getting started with byte is quite similar to both night and day treatment. You first have to order an impression kit from byte website. This step is crucial in determining the type of treatment you will receive. When the impression kit arrives, you will find impression trays, molding putty, smile stretcher, putty gloves, and a return shipping box. You have to carefully follow the instructions on the manual to make the impressions of your teeth. After you have made a teeth mark on the molding putty, you can send it back to the company for evaluation. 




Note that byte only treats teeth conditions that are mild to moderate. If you have severe cases of teeth spacing and crowding, you may disqualify for byte treatment. You may have to turn to a more conventional method to straighten your teeth. Byte at night vs all day have some differences regarding the treatment plan, time, usage, and cost. The convenience of night aligners and day aligners will depend on each individual. Find out the main differences between these two types of byte aligners.




Byte At Night Or Day




You may be stuck in the middle between day aligners and night aligners when you decide to get a byte treatment. While day aligners are relatively cheaper than night aligners, you only have to wear night aligners at night so that it doesn’t interfere with your daily routine. Both night and day treatment does not involve a visit to a dental office. It can be done at home. With remote monitoring, you are under the supervision of licensed orthodontists, dentists, and doctors who assist you throughout the treatment process.




Treatment Plan




The main difference between byte night aligners and day aligners is the treatment plan. With day aligners, you will have to wear the clear aligners every day for at least 22 hours. For those who have a busy and active, outgoing life, wearing clear aligners every day for 22 hours may seem daunting. You have to remove them every time you have a meal or drink. 




Night aligners, on the other hand, are designed to be worn specifically at night for at least 10 hours. The duration is significantly lesser than day aligners, and you can escape the hassle of removing them to eat or drink as you will be sleeping. 




Treatment Time




Depending on the duration of wear time, byte night aligners and day aligners feature varied treatment times. Since day aligners require you to wear them more than two times of night aligners, the treatment process is relatively shorter, with an average of 3 months. Byte is the only teledentistry company to offer a quick day treatment timeline of merely three months compared to other day aligner brands that take an average of 6 months. If you don’t mind wearing them all day, a day aligner can go a long way in giving you what you want in a relatively short amount of time. 




Night aligners usually take about six months to produce the desired result. But it is a great option for those who don’t want to deal with the hassle of removing them and putting them back on for every meal or drink they take. If you compare byte night aligners with night aligners from other companies, they usually have a treatment time of 8-10 months. So, even if you opt for night aligners, you are still getting the desired result within the same timeframe as other day aligner companies. 




HyperByte




Byte stands out as a clear aligner company with HyperByte technology. HyperByte uses high-frequency vibrations (HFV) to minimize discomfort and speed up the treatment time. Both night and day byte aligners feature HyperByte, which is responsible for speeding up the treatment time and minimizing discomfort. For byte day aligners, you have to use the HyperByte for 5 minutes each day, while night aligners require 10 minutes of HyperByte use daily. 




Materials




Another factor that sets the difference between byte at night vs day is the material with which the aligners are made. Both byte night and day aligners are made with medical-grade 100% BPA-free polymers. However, when it comes to night aligners, the material is somehow upgraded and thicker to make it more powerful and stronger. While this quality enables stronger effectiveness and faster treatment time, it may also be slightly more uncomfortable than day aligners.
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Cost




Another important difference is the price of night aligners and day aligners. With byte day treatment plan, the total cost is $1,895. You can also opt for a monthly payment of $83 for 29 months with an upfront payment of $349. Byte night treatment plan is more expensive than day aligners because of the premium aligners. The total cost comes around to $2,295, where you can pay an upfront deposit of $449 with a monthly payment of $99 for 29 months. 
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If you have a mind to try clear teeth aligners for effective results, you will want to check out Candid studio reviews. Candid offers an affordable and convenient way to straighten your teeth. And you can even have your teeth monitored remotely by a licensed orthodontist in the comfort of your home. But is Candid worth it? Read more about candid, which is one of the leading companies in the world of clear teeth aligners. 




More About Candid




Candid is a New York-based teeth aligner company that started in 2017. The company strives to make people feel more confident about their smiles by helping them get straight teeth. Candid features well-fitted clear aligners that are made from plastic. So, even if you wear them in public, they will be less noticeable than metal braces. 




One of the best things about Candid is that throughout your treatment process, you are under the supervision of a trained orthodontist. Candid is currently the only teeth aligner company that offers remote appointments. Everything from the preparation, approval, and monitoring will be done by an expert, so you can rest assured that you are in safe hands when you make a deal with Candid.




If you are considering giving Candid a try, there are some things you should know. First, Candid is mostly a cosmetic treatment, and it is effective in straightening mild-moderate teeth crowding and spacing. If you have an extreme case of teeth spacing or crowding, your registration may not be approved. 




Secondly, like everything else in the world, Candid also has some good and some bad. Some people may want to know what they are up for before they delve into the lengthy process of learning how Candid works. So, before proceeding on how it works, here are the pros and cons of Candid clear aligners.




Pros




	Candid is a well-known at-home clear aligner company with more experience than its competitors.
	The average treatment time is six months which is fairly quick. 
	It is the only clear aligner company that offers remote appointments with professional orthodontists to ensure the best possible supervision and treatment.
	You can send digital photos of your teeth to your orthodontist during your treatment process with the new Dental Monitoring Tech.
	Candid is in an alliance with ClearCorrect, a reputed clear aligner manufacturer, to provide high-quality teeth aligners. Besides, you can choose from various pricing and insurance options.
	While Candid may be slightly more expensive than its competitors, it is affordable in the sense that you get your first retainer set for free. 





Cons




	There is no money-back guarantee with Candid.
	Candid requires a credit check, where some people may not qualify.
	It does not treat severe teeth misalignments.
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Does Candid Really Work?




If you’re serious about getting your teeth perfectly aligned, Candid may be the perfect option for you. So, how do you go about it? Before anything can happen, you will receive an impression kit where you will have to make a 3D imprint of your teeth. Then you will have to send it back to the company for evaluation. But if you live close to a Candid studio, you can skip the above step and book a free appointment for a teeth scan. If you qualify for treatment, the orthodontist assigned to you will propose a treatment plan. Once you confirm the treatment, you will receive your customized clear aligners. But note that it may take about five weeks to begin treatment after you confirm your plan to prepare for your treatment and to ship the aligners to you.




The average treatment time takes about six months, provided you wear the clear aligners for a minimum of 22 hours daily. You can check in with your assigned orthodontist regularly for safe and convenient assistance. Besides, you also get a free teeth whitening option along with the treatment. All you have to do is put some of the whitening foam into your aligner and wear it. If you’re worried about the end result, you can check out the 3D teeth preview of how the result would be after treatment. 




Is Candid legit?




Candid is already around for four years and based on their customer reviews, many people are showing high satisfaction with their service. Besides, they have a network of professional orthodontists who have six years of training to assist you with the treatment rather than general dentists. So, if you’re thinking about getting your teeth aligned with Candid, go for it. 




Candid offers a remote monitoring service so you can send digital images of your teeth to your orthodontist to ensure a good experience. Using a Candid specialized device, you can take the photos right from your phone. Also, Candid makes its aligners through ClearCorrect, which is one of the largest trusted clear aligner companies that manufactures top-notch aligners. Their clear aligners are cut straight across to make it more powerful and effective. Did you know that Candid is the only home aligner company that features ClearCorrect aligners?




For the payment, Candid offers flexible payment options. However, you will have to go through a credit check. This is where some may disqualify for the treatment. The cost of treatment with Candid is $2,400. This price tag covers the whole process of treatment and services like teeth whitening and remote monitoring service and is cheaper than some other clear aligner brands like Invisalign. Candid works with Affirm, and when you finance with Affirm, you can divide the payment and pay smaller amounts each month. However, you have to pay $399 upfront. And then you can pay $99 on a monthly basis. If you don’t want to be charged extra with interest, the best way is to choose the fastest payment method if you can. 




While Candid is an excellent choice to get straight teeth, if you have severe teeth misalignment, you may not be able to get a service from Candid. If you are not in a position to receive treatment, the company offers a refund for the impression kit. 
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In this article, we’ll provide a detailed comparison of AlignerCo vs. Byte, which are two of the industry’s leading brands.




Previously, the only way you could straighten your teeth was by wearing braces, which are expensive and inconvenient at times. Luckily, that isn’t the case anymore. 




Today, several dental care companies are bursting onto the scene with their affordable home teeth alignment treatments. With startups like Byte and AlignerCo, you can correct your smile remotely at home, making it more convenient and affordable. 




Read on and see how the two brands differ from each other and which would be right for you. 




AlignerCo Vs. Byte: Background




Both Byte & AlignerCo are quite new to the dental treatment industry. Regardless, they’re already two of the most leading brands for home teeth aligners. They aren’t as popular as some top invisible aligner brands like Smile Direct Club or Invisalign. Nonetheless, they are still a pretty decent option. 




AlignerCo




AlignerCo started in 2019, and despite being relatively new, the company counters its inexperience with reasonably low prices. AlignerCo is known for offering the most affordable aligners compared to other brands. Best of all, there aren’t comprises on product quality regardless of the low price tag.  




Byte




While started in 2017, Byte released its products in 2019, and it has its headquarters in Los Angeles. It also has associations with more than 200 licensed orthodontists, dentists, and doctors across the US.




AlignerCo Vs. Byte: Treatment Quality




All home aligner brands can confidently fix mild and moderate crowding & spacing cases. However, some take it up a notch by ensuring quality processes and products, and that’s something you can expect from AlignerCo and Byte.




AlignerCo’s low prices might make you question their treatment quality. But, you shouldn’t have to worry. The company offers safe and effective treatment & reliable products.




On the other hand, Byte offers top-quality treatment, customer service, and faster treatment speed than most in comparison.




The treatment product quality also depends on who manufactures them. Fortunately, both companies have connections with state-licensed dentists & orthodontists.




Byte ensures the safety, effectiveness, and consistency of their treatment by guaranteeing that an orthodontist supervises all cases. With AlignerCo, it’s unclear whether or not an orthodontist will be examining your case. Nonetheless, their treatments are still high-quality.




AlignerCo Vs. Byte: Treatment Speed




Your spacing or crowding condition’s severity will indeed affect the speed of the treatment. However, that’s not all. Each company offers different products, and that can affect the treatment speed too.




If you opt for AlignerCo’s daytime treatment, it’ll take about 6-11 months on average to see results. For nighttime treatments, it’ll take an average of eight to twelve months.




In contrast, Byte’s standard treatment takes three to four months and five to six months for nighttime treatment. 




AlignerCo Vs. Byte: Pricing




All at-home aligners are affordable in comparison to traditional in-person treatments like Invisalign. However, AlignerCo takes the lead when it comes to being the most affordable choice. The pricing of their dental services is comparatively lower than others in the industry.




Though not as affordable as AlignerCo, Byte offers decent value, given their quality treatments. However, the former has always been a favorite among those looking for an affordable, cost-effective option. 




Base Price




AlignerCo’s treatment costs $1,145, which is quite cheaper when compared to their competitors. It includes everything necessary for the treatment, such as your aligners and the impression kit. Their nighttime aligner, however, costs $1,345.




As for Byte, they charge $1,895 (almost as close to the industry standard). This initial price includes the retainers. However, you won’t be getting the impression kit, which is $95. Nonetheless, this price will also get you the HyperByte, a tool that speeds up the treatment. If you go for their premium nighttime aligner, it’ll cost you $2,295.




Financing Option 




Even if you use discounts or coupons, home aligners aren’t cheap. Not everyone can just pay $1145-$2,295 upfront. To make the payments more manageable, both AlignerCo and Byte offer different financing plans for their treatments. 




With AlignerCo, you have two payment options: SmileFlex & SmileFlexEasy. The SmileFlex plan requires a credit check and once done, you’ll have to pay $110 for twelve consecutive months. For the nighttime treatment, the price increases to $125.




AlignerCo’s SmileFlexEasy doesn’t require any credit check. However, you do need to deposit a $275 downpayment and pay $95 for eleven months. For the night aligner, it’s a $345 downpayment and eleven monthly payments of $105.




On the contrary, Byte has BytePay, which is a 29-month plan. If you go for this option, you have to deposit $349 as a downpayment and pay $83 each month. For the nighttime treatment, you need to pay $99 a month and a $449 downpayment.




AlignerCo Vs. Byte: Getting Started




One of the reasons why people consider home teeth aligners is because of their convenience. From making teeth impressions to the final step, you can get the whole process done at home. You can also expect to experience the same with both companies.




Regardless of which brand you go for, you’ll first have to create and send your teeth impressions. This step is essential as it helps the respective dentist/orthodontist in making personalized treatment plans. Plus, they can also determine if you’re eligible for it.
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That said, if you’re new to home aligners, taking impressions would be slightly challenging. However, if you pick either of these providers, it’s the only way for you to get started. More prominent brands like Candid & SmileDirectClub have physical stores where you receive free teeth scans. But, Byte and AlignerCo are yet to provide this offer.




Nonetheless, you do have the option to set up a virtual meeting with one of the company’s representatives. They can then guide you through the whole process step-by-step so that you won’t make any mistakes.




AlignerCo Vs. Byte: Which One Should You Get?




 So, which company should you be picking? It all depends on your condition’s severity and your unique requirements. That said, if you prefer a quick treatment speed with an excellent support team and quality products, Byte is for you.




On the contrary, if you’ve got a limited budget and want a cost-effective treatment, you can’t go wrong with AlignerCo.
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All thanks to home invisible aligners, now you can correct your smile without having to get braces or visit the dentists. AlignerCo and Candid are among the most popular invisible aligner brands. But, which one is ideal for you? This AlignerCo Vs. Candid review will answer everything there is to know about the two brands.




So, let’s get started!




AlignerCo. Vs. Candid: Company Backgrounds




Here’s a brief background overview of both these brands.




AlignerCo Background:




There isn’t much information about the founders of AlignerCo. However, a little bit of research, and you’ll learn that the company started in 2019. It also has its headquarters in New York. Despite being a pretty new brand, they counter the inexperience with their reasonably affordable prices. 




The low price might make you skeptical of its quality; however, you need not worry. That’s because customers who are choosing AlignerCo are receiving high-quality treatment and top-notch support. 




Candid Background:




Compared to AlignerCo, Candid is an older and more experienced home teeth alignment company. 




It started in 2017 and quickly made its name as the industry’s second-largest at-home aligner brand. The company made it happen through an unmatched quality of care and key partnerships. 




Both Candid and AlignerCo are comparatively new to the home aligner industry. Even so, the two brands have already established themselves as top-tier home teeth alignment brands in such a short time. 




AlignerCo. Vs. Candid: Treatment Quality




One thing that’s common about the two brands is they both offer high-quality treatment. As such, by the time when you’re at your last aligner, you’ll be donning your dream smile. That said, the process you go through to get that dream smile is slightly different.  




Both companies offer remote treatments. You start by creating your teeth molds using an impression kit. Once you approve the treatment plan they send you, they’ll send your aligners. You’ll then have to wear them as per the prescription. That will help in ensuring your teeth shifts on time. 




That’s pretty much what you’ll likely get to experience with AlignerCo. During AlignerCo treatment, you’ll have to send pictures of your teeth every two weeks for review. 




Candid, however, boasts specialized tools that let you take intraoral images. You have to send them to your respective orthodontist every 7-10 days for review—these regular check-ins aid in speeding up the treatment and delivering consistent results.




AlignerCo Vs. Candid: Treatment Speed




Like any orthodontic treatment, the treatment speed will depend mainly on your condition and the brand you pick.




On average, AlignerCo users can expect to see results in six to eleven months for daytime treatment. If you choose nighttime aligners, it can take between 8 and 12 months on average. Candid customers, on the other hand, will likely see their results in six months.




AlignerCo Vs. Candid: Affordability Comparison




When searching for home aligners, it’s also important to consider the cost of each treatment. Luckily, some brands do their best to make dental treatments affordable for all. And that’s what AlignerCo is trying to do.




Now, let’s discuss the pricing and features of both these brands.




Base Price




Without a doubt, AlignerCo offers the most affordable base price at $1145. When you pay this price upfront, you’ll receive your impression kit, every aligner, and post-care retainers. In case you purchase the impression kit separately, you’ll have to pay $75.




On the contrary, Candid’s sticker price is $2400, which is quite expensive. After paying the full amount, you’ll get all the necessary aligners to correct your smile. You’ll also get a remote monitoring device. The impression kit, when bought separately, costs $95. That said, if you go to one of their retail stores, you won’t need impressions as they provide free teeth scans.




Financing Options




Not everyone can cash out $1145-$2400 upfront, and if that’s the case for you too, don’t worry. Both providers offer financing with subtle differences in their plans.




AlignerCo features two financing options: SmileFlex & SmileFlex Easy. The former requires a credit check. If you qualify, you’ll have to pay $110 for 12 months. With the latter, no credit check is required. However, you need to deposit $275 as a downpayment and pay $95 every month for 11 months.




 With Candid, you’ll have to deposit a $399 downpayment and then pay $99 each month for 24 months. 




Note that both company’s financing options will cost you more. As such, if you can, it’s much better to pay the total sticker price upfront.




Free Extras




With Candid, you also get whitening products free of cost. You can even purchase them separately for $25. On the contrary, the treatment bundles don’t include any whitening products, keeping their base price low.




AlignerCo Vs. Candid: Getting Started




The process of getting started with home aligner treatment differs from one company to another.  Some boast a more straightforward process than others.




That’s what you can expect from Candid, as you can skip the impression-making step. You can visit one of their physical stores and get teeth scans. Moreover, these scans are much simpler as compared to impressions. If, however, the store isn’t near your area, you can just purchase a kit.




AlignerCo doesn’t have any retail stores available. To compensate for this lack, they do provide video call assistance for impressions. One of their service representatives can guide you through the process. In this way, they make sure you do it right.




Once you submit your teeth scans or impressions, the respective orthodontist determines if you’re fit for the treatment. With Candid, you’ll receive your aligners in five weeks. You can expect a similar turnaround time with AlignerCo as well. 




AlignerCo Vs. Candid: Which is Best for You?




 In conclusion, both AlignerCo and Candid are excellent choices. That said, the best one for you will depend on your specific needs. If you’re looking to correct your teeth without the high-price tag, then go for AlignerCo. Similarly, if you want top-notch quality treatment and saving money isn’t your priority, Candid would be an ideal choice.
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Maybe you have a crooked set of teeth that always ruin your smile. If so, you might be looking up for a solution to align your teeth so you can have a reason to smile more often. If you have researched home aligners, you must have come across a clear aligner company called byte. So, are byte aligners legit? The short answer is yes.




Byte has come across as one of the most reliable and trusted brands in providing top-notch aligners and excellent service. It is an online company that offers teeth alignment treatment with clear aligners. With effective aligners made of smooth and clear plastic, byte aligners are designed to give you stricter teeth at home. Byte produces clear aligners to fix teeth issues like minor crowding, rotation, and spacing. If you are 12 years of age and above and have an adult set of teeth, you can get treated with byte. 




About Byte




Byte is a Los Angeles-based clear aligner company that was founded in 2017. However, it was only in 2019 that the company launched its service. Byte is managed by a network of more than 200 dentists, orthodontists, and licensed doctors who take care of everything regarding your treatment plan. 




Byte works with Dentsply Sirona, which is one of the world’s largest and most reliable dental companies. When you visit your local dentist, the chances are that you might have been treated with a Dentsply Sirona product. With their unique teledentistry, byte ensures better service, affordability, efficiency, and convenience of their products. 




Are Byte Aligners Safe? 




You can be assured of safety while getting treated with byte. After all, the company features a network of orthodontists and licensed doctors who prepare for your treatment. Unlike other clear aligner companies, you can access the treatment remotely without having to visit a dentist or an orthodontist. Also, you can trust their products as it comes from one of the leading dental suppliers of the world. Besides, byte is part of the American Teledentistry Association as well as the Better Business Bureau and has thousands of 5-star reviews. With a company that isn’t only popular but also offers excellent service, you don’t have to worry about getting treatment with byte.




If you feel skeptical about investing in a new service such as byte, you can check out byte aligner reviews and see what other customers are saying. Often, the unbiased reviews of customers speak for the brand, and with byte, people have a lot of good things to say about it. The majority of the clients are highly satisfied with the service of byte. 




If you decide to get a treatment from byte, here are some things you can expect. Before you can proceed with the treatment, byte will send you a home impression kit. You will get instructions on how to proceed with the kit. What you primarily have to do is to bite down on the mold to create a 3D pattern of your teeth to send it back for evaluation. This impression will help the company determine whether you qualify for treatment, and if you are qualified, they will prepare your personalized clear aligners for treatment. 




Another revolutionary feature about byte is their Smile Science. Presented by Hollywood stars cosmetic dentist Dr. Jon Marashi, Smile Science has a 5-point analysis of your face to create a personalized smile. This allows you to enjoy an entirely personalized treatment and get effective results. 




You can always contact byte every day of the week. The remote monitoring allows a teeth specialist to assist you throughout the treatment. Through your byte account, you can even upload your teeth status. You don’t have to worry about anything going wrong or getting out of control as there is always somebody to assist you once you begin your treatment. 




When you sign up for any treatment option, you will receive aftercare retainers which are very crucial for maintaining smiles. Unlike other home clear aligner companies, byte offers a lifetime guarantee. So getting an aligner from byte is a good deal. You don’t have to worry about having to get another expensive treatment in the future in case your teeth become misaligned again.




Pros 




	It is backed by a team of professional doctors, dentists, and orthodontists.
	The remote monitoring means that you don’t have to leave the comfort of your home to get straight teeth.
	You receive HyperByte dental device for free.
	The treatment is very easy, and the treatment time is fairly shorter than its competitors.
	It comes with a lifetime guarantee. 





Cons




	Byte is completely remote, so you cannot receive treatment in person.
	It is relatively more expensive than its competitors.





How Much Does Byte Aligners Cost?




Before we delve into the treatment cost of byte, you should be informed that byte offers two types of aligners – day aligners and night aligners. What you choose depends on your preferences. For those who have a social life and are always out in public, a night aligner may be a good choice. But you should know that the usage, cost, and treatment time differ between day aligners and night aligners. 




If you choose day aligners, you will have to wear them for a minimum of 22 hours every day. You can remove them while eating or drinking to avoid stains. Each set is worn for a week before replacement. The HyperByte device that is included can speed up the process of your treatment. You can use it for five minutes each day. 




If you use the aligners consistently, you can see the results in just 3-4 months which is relatively faster than its competitors. The total cost of byte day aligners amounts to $1,895, of which you have to pay $349 upfront. 




Byte night aligners are designed to shape and straighten your teeth as you sleep. Night aligners are quite similar to day aligners. The only difference is that they have sturdier materials, and you have to wear them at night for a minimum of 10 hours and HyperByte for ten minutes each day. The treatment time of night aligners tame about six months and costs $2,295 in total with an upfront deposit of $415. 
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Are you looking for an honest AlignerCo Vs. Invisalign review? If so, you might want to continue reading.




Invisalign is a company that rose to fame after introducing the first invisible aligners to replace the unflattering metals of traditional braces. But, as new companies came up today, at-home aligner brands like AlignerCo are amassing quite a large user base. This unprecedented growth stems from the fact that they’re much more affordable and convenient. 




In this AlignerCo Vs. Invisalign review, we’ll cover everything about these two brands. In this way, you can determine how they compare against each other and pick the most suitable treatment for yourself.
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AlignerCo. Vs. Invisalign: Company Backgrounds




In this section, we’ll discuss the background of both these brands in brief.




AlignerCo:




AlignerCo is relatively new to the world of home invisible aligners. The company started in 2019, intending to offer the most affordable teeth straightening treatments in the market.




Unlike most home aligner brands, AlignerCo doesn’t offer any whitening products in their kit. Nonetheless, its reasonable price tag ensures that you have enough cash left to get yourself a whitening kit separately.




Another great thing about AlignerCo is that the brand doesn’t compromise quality despite its low price. 




Invisalign:




It’d be an understatement to say Invisalign is the largest invisible aligner company. In 1997, a dental supply company introduced the very first invisible aligners and named them Invisalign. Ten years forward, and Invisalign is still popular. 




Invisalign is associated with over 100000 dentists across the world and has treated more than eight million patients. What sets this brand apart from the rest is its vast range of treatments for multiple cases.  




AlignerCo. Vs. Invisalign: Treatment Quality




Keep in mind that both Invisalign and AlignerCo are among the top teeth straightening providers. As such, whichever company you go for, you’ll receive high-quality dental treatments, allowing you to get your dream smile. But of course, how you achieve that dream smile will vary based on which treatment you choose.




If you choose Invisalign, you’ll have to make daily visits to your orthodontist for the entire process. That means right from the first step to the aftercare treatment, you’ll need to consult your respective dentist. If required, your orthodontist will make changes to your treatment plan right away. Invisalign is best for those who prefer prompt, individualized care.




In contrast, AlignerCo works slightly in a different manner.  There aren’t any in-office appointments. Instead, the whole treatment takes place remotely, wherein you create your teeth impressions and submit them to AlignerCo.




After submitting the impressions, AlignerCo reviews them and creates a treatment program for you. They will then send your aligners once you approve the plan. 




AlignerCo Vs. Candid: Treatment Speed




The treatment speed varies from one person to another. That’s because it’ll depend on how severe and complex your condition is. Also, you must consider your wear treatment schedule to ensure you complete the process sooner. 




That said, if you opt for AlignerCo, it’ll take you about six to eleven months on average. On the contrary, Invisalign users can expect to complete their treatment in 12-18 months.




AlignerCo Vs. Invisalign: Affordability




In this section, we’ll be taking a closer look at the pricing and features offered by both brands. 




Base Price




AlignerCo is the most inexpensive choice than other at-home aligner brands. You just won’t find teeth straightening treatments at the same low prices offered by AlignerCo. Their base price is $1145, and it covers everything necessary, including the impression kit followed by the post-treatment retainers. 




On the contrary, there isn’t a fixed base price for Invisalign treatment. That’s because its cost varies depending on your orthodontist and your condition’s severity. 




On average, Invisalign treatments will cost you between $3000 – $ 8000. Under unique circumstances, the prices may drop. However, in most cases, that’s what you pay. Additionally, after completing your treatment, you’ll also have to purchase retainers, which will cost you $100-$300.




Financing Options




Both Invisalign & AlignerCo provide financing plans that allow you to pay in installments for a couple of months.




AlignerCo offers two options – SmileFlex and SmileFlexEasy. To qualify for SmileFlex, you must pass the credit check and then pay $114 for twelve months. With SmileFlexEasy, there’s no credit check required. However, a downpayment of $275 is required. After that, you’ll need to pay $95 for the next eleven months.




Invisalign doesn’t offer a standard financing option for their teeth aligner treatment. You’ll have to talk to your specific orthodontist to learn about the plans they provide.




AlignerCo Vs. Invisalign: Getting Started




Before starting a home teeth alignment treatment, you’ll have to determine if you’re a good fit. To do that, you’ll have to create your teeth molds with the help of the impression kit. The orthodontists and dentists will then review them and see if you’re eligible. If so, they’ll devise your treatment plan.




That said, the impression needs to be near-perfect, which isn’t easy, especially if you haven’t used impression kits before. Other top home aligner startups like Candid & SmileDirectClub, have physical stores where you get teeth scans for free. 
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Unfortunately, AlignerCo doesn’t have any physical stores, which means you’ll have to create your impressions remotely. That said, you can schedule a video call with their representative, and they’ll guide you through the process. 




On the contrary, for Invisalign, you’ll have to make in-person appointments with a dentist. This may be more advantageous because they’re well-trained in taking impressions, streamlining the whole process for you.




AlignerCo Vs. Invisalign: Which is Best for You?




From this detailed AlignerCo Vs. Invisalign comparison review, it’s clear that both companies are great choices. They both offer effective and quality invisible aligner treatments.




That said, the one that’s best for you will depend on your expectations, condition, and goals.




If you have a mild or moderate condition and are on a tight budget, AlignerCo’s treatment is worth trying. 




On the contrary, if you have a severe condition and prefer individualized care, Invisalign is an excellent choice.
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Three brands pop up almost whenever one searches for the best teeth alignment treatments. And you most likely know which brands we’re talking about from the title of this article. That’s because these companies have indeed managed to create a name for themselves in the industry. In this comparison review of Smile Direct Vs Byte Vs Candid, we’ll discuss every essential detail between them. 




In doing so, you’ll be able to decide which one to choose when considering home teeth aligners such as smile direct club vs byte. So, keep reading to learn more about these top choices.




Smile Direct Vs. Candid Vs. Byte: Company Background




Smile Direct Club




SmileDirectClub started in 2014, making it much older than both Candid and Byte. Since its inception, the company has transformed the smiles of over 700,000 people.   It now has 5000 staff members and 300 shops at various locations.




Candid




Though they only started in 2017, Candid soon managed to become the industry’s second-biggest company. Like SmileDirectClub, it has also transformed the smiles of several thousand people. It also has over 300 employees and over 50+ physical locations.




Byte




Like Candid, Byte is quite new to the home teeth aligner space. The company started in 2017 yet started launching its products in 2019. Nevertheless, it too became a popular choice for home teeth aligner seekers in no time. 




Smile Direct Vs. Candid Vs. Byte: Treatment Quality




It might comfort your mind to learn that these three brands offer top-quality dental treatments. As such, regardless of which company you pick, you’ll most certainly get your dream smile. What sets them apart, however, is the process you go through to get that smile.




Each brand follows different approaches, and so, they all offer distinct advantages. 




Provider Network




Candid, for instance, works only with licensed orthodontists to devise their treatment plans and aligners. Therefore, when you go with Candid, you’ll only be working with a highly qualified professional throughout the entire process.




However, that isn’t the case for Smile Direct and Byte. Nevertheless, both companies have a strong network of general dentists and orthodontists. It’s just that there isn’t any guarantee that your case will be handled solely by an orthodontist.




Manufacturer Quality




Additionally, Candid has a partnership with a reputed manufacturer, ClearCorrect. As such, you can have some reassurance that the aligners you receive will be of top quality. 




Byte doesn’t provide any information about their manufacturers. But, they do claim that the plastic they use for their aligner is safe and BPA-free. As for SmileDirect, they once were connected to Align Tech, a well-known manufacturer of quality aligners. However, the company currently produces its products on its own.




Smile Direct Vs. Candid Vs. Byte: Treatment Speed




The quick treatment speed of home aligners is what attracts most customers. However, other factors affect the duration of the treatment too. For instance, it’ll depend on how severe your case is.




Additionally, each company offers products that are pretty different from the other. And that, too, has an impact on how long you’ll be wearing the aligners.




With Smile Direct, you can expect to see desirable results within six months of using their daytime treatment. As for their NightOnly option, it takes an average of eleven months to see results. If you go for Candid, it’ll take you about six months on average before you can have your dream smile.




In comparison, Byte’s nighttime treatment takes an average of five-six months and about 3-4 months for their standard treatment.




Smile Direct Vs. Candid Vs. Byte: Pricing 




For anyone considering home aligners, pricing is an important deciding factor, especially if you have a limited budget.




So, concerning affordability between Smile Direct Vs. Candid Vs. Byte, Smile Direct & Byte take the win. They have the same base price and similar financing options. Let’s dive deeper into the pricing of each company.




Base Price




Smile Direct offers the lowest sticker price when compared to the other two brands. Their base fee is $1,950, which includes all the necessary aligners for the treatment. It, however, cover the impression kit and aftercare retainers. You need an additional $59 for their impression kit. Alternatively, you can visit their physical location and get a teeth scan for free. 




The post-treatment retainers of Smile Direct will cost you $99. Byte’s initial price is $1,895( & $2,295 for night treatment), and it comes with all the aligners and the aftercare retainers. However, you’ll have to get the impression kit separately for $95.




 With Candid, the upfront price is $2,400, and it includes all the aligners and the aftercare retainers. However, you’ll have to pay an additional $95 for their impression kit. Or, you can visit their physical store called Candid Studio to get free teeth scans. Also, all three companies include whitening products in their base price. 




Financing Options




If you can’t pay the total price all at once, that’s alright. These three companies offer financing options to make their treatments more accessible to all.




Smile Direct has a 24-month plan, where you deposit a $250 downpayment and pay $89 each month. In contrast, Byte offers a 29-month month, which requires a $349 downpayment and  $83 monthly payment. For Byte’s night treatment, it’s $99 per month and $449 in downpayment.




Candid provides financing plans of 6 to 24 months. To qualify for their program, you’ll need to clear the credit check. Once you are eligible, you’ll have to pay a minimum of $99 each month and a downpayment of $399.




Smile Direct Vs. Candid Vs. Byte: Getting Started




To get started with either one of these brands, you’ll first have to get your teeth looked at by a specialist. To do that, Byte requires you to take impressions using an impression kit. 




In comparison, Smile Direct and Candid offer teeth scan in their physical shops for free. By going to one of their physical locations, you can easily have your teeth examined. While Byte doesn’t offer such options, they provide virtual assistance to guide you in taking your impressions correctly. 




Additionally, your aligners from Smile Direct will reach you within 4-6 weeks. For Candid, it may take about five whole weeks. As for Byte, it takes approximately 4 weeks.




Bottom Line: Which One to Pick?




Remember that all three of these brands are excellent choices, which explains why they’re a favorite among many. And so, the one that’s better for you will ultimately boil down to your personal preference, needs, and budget.




That said, Byte is ideal for anyone who wishes to get their smiles fixed as soon as possible. Candid is best for those who only want an orthodontist’s support and doesn’t mind the premium price. Finally, go for Smile Direct if you prefer treatments from a well-established company with excellent customer support. 
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If you are like most people, the price of dental insurance seems high




 You pay monthly premiums to have care and maintenance done when necessary, and often times you don’t even get reimbursed after the deductible is met. That seems like an extremely high price to pay, but there are ways that you can lower your dental insurance bill and have more dental benefits at the same time. There are dental plans that offer low premiums for a variety of dental treatments, many of which are not covered by dental insurance companies. In order to get these dental plans, you first need to do some research into what dental insurance companies offer, the different dental plans they offer, and how much dental insurance coverage each plan offers.











What exactly is full coverage dental plans? 




What exactly do a complete coverage dental plan cover, and how much does such a dental plan cost? Full coverage dental plans include dental plans that will cover you for major and preventative dental care, as well as orthodontic and specific dental procedures. Many dental plans will also provide coverage for after dental care such as braces, dentures, root canals, dental implants, dental surgery, dental implants, orthodontics, dental supplies, dental surgeries, caps and dentures, lab work, and more. Of course, the prices you pay for such dental plans vary greatly depending on what dental care is included. While some dental plans may only cover the most basic procedures, other dental plans may be so extensive that you will need to purchase annual maximums or other dental insurance packages.




If you work for an employer or are getting dental insurance coverage as an individual, the first thing you should do is call your employer and inquire about dental insurance. Often times, an existing dental insurance plan provided by your employer may be able to be continued, or even added to, at your expense. However, an employer may pay for the dental insurance policy only if your company covers other types of benefits (e.g., vision and dental insurance). If you have dental coverage paid for through your employer, you might as well check out the different options your employer has to provide dental insurance.
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Check out your offers before deciding for dental plan




Next, check out the costs of various dental services offered by your local dental provider. Most dental providers will offer a basic dental package that consists of basic cleaning procedures, fluoride treatment, x-rays, caps and dentures, tooth whitening, filling materials and veneers, as well as minor dental procedures like root canal treatment and sealants. If you don’t already have a dental provider, it’s still possible to get a dental plan. When shopping for dental plans, keep in mind that dental providers usually charge a co-payment; however, the cost will depend on your current dental health. Some dental providers will allow you to pay a higher co-payment for preventative care, but expect to pay a much higher premium for standard preventive care.




Review the difference and accumulate/calculate the cost




Finally, review the different dental benefits you’re currently receiving under your employer’s insurance plan and compare those with the different dental benefits offered by different companies. For example, some insurance companies cover major dental procedures like tooth extraction, root canal treatment, crowns, extractions, braces and other dental work, while others do not. Some insurance plans require you to wait a certain amount of time before you can get dental benefits, while others won’t limit your choices. Find out what exactly your insurance plan covers and make sure there is a choice for getting routine dental care and other preventative services, such as cleanings and fluoride treatments. If your employer provides dental insurance but doesn’t cover dental benefits, you can probably find additional coverage elsewhere.
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In some cases, your employer offers dental coverage as part of their benefits. Check with your employer to learn more about whether they have dental benefit packages available. In most cases, the benefits will be obtained at the same discounted rate you would get with a group plan. However, in order to get the best value, you may need to purchase a dental policy right from the beginning. Find out what options you have for purchasing a dental policy directly from your employer and find out how much it would cost to purchase dental insurance with them.
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